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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET DOWNWARD ROLLER COASTER
The 420 Marijuana Stock Index is a good bogy for monitoring the marijuana stock market.
In early January, the Index was up about +5%.
Into mid and later February it went down to -20%.
It rallied to roughly -11%.
It is now down as of yesterday -14.9%
The bottom line is that it is down about -20% since the beginning of this year if we include early January’s brief rise in
the Index. Stock markets reflect the health of a given industry and the economy.
The marijuana stock market reflects this entire industry, not just the stocks in it. It reflects the health of the industry and
its reality.
I was surprised to see in it increase from -20% to about -11% so quickly in late February. I was not surprised to see it
return to what appears to be a longer term downtrend.
This industry is consistently hyped. However, if we look behind the scene, the economic and political industry problems
are severe, as is the cash needed to build a new industry. Where will the cash be stored or banked, and if so, when?
Follow the money. It always leads to visibility.
We have said in many of our past newsletters that we cannot see a reschedule from 1 to 2 this year. I see this issue
and a positive California recreational vote in November as the only events that can turn this stock market positive.

